
Hidesign Belts 



Types of Belts 

Formal:- 

 

 

 

 

 
Leather: Ranch, Soho, sometimes 
  Croco 

Colours: Black, Brown, Tan 

Buckles: Simple, clean, never too 
  large 

Width:   Narrow, or regular size but 
  never too broad 

Stitch:   Simple or no stitch 



Formal belts are worn with formal trousers 

When wearing formals, you should always match 
 your shoes to your belts.  





Types of Belts 

Casual:- 

 

 

 
 

Leather: Classic, Croco, Elephant, 
  Snake, Ostrich, etc 

Colours: Black, Brown, Tan, Green, 
  Blue, Red 

Buckles: Fashionable, decorative, can 
  be large 

Width:   Regular to really wide 

Stitch:  Heavy, strong stitch 



Casual Belts are worn with jeans, colourful chinos or shorts 

You can mix colours, it need not 
match with your shoes. 





How do you measure belt size? 



What makes Hidesign belts special? 



Premium Leather: 

Hidesign uses vegetable tanned leathers made from full grain cow hides. 
Namely, Classic, Ranch or Soho, sometimes Croco. 

 

Having been made from real leather, our belts stretch to fit you perfectly.  
Thus they also retain their shape and can be used for years. 

 

Our belts are made using 2 pieces of leather that are stuck & stitched together.  

This is also one of the reasons why are belts are expensive, as we use 2 pieces of leather not just 1.  

 

Most other brands, use P.U. finished leathers or ‘reconstituted’ leathers.  
Reconstituted leathers are small scraps or pieces of leather that are ground into dust and then made into 

a thin or thick board; this is then covered in P.U leathers for smoothness and perfection.  

 

To give you an example of quality, P.U & reconstituted leathers are like  

formica wood, while as Hidesign leathers are like rose or teak wood.  
This is why belts from other brands look perfectly smooth in the beginning, but over time they start to 

peel off or crack. While as you can always see the beautiful natural grain of Hidesign leathers. 

 



Strong & Well Designed Buckles 

 

Materials Used: 

The gold colour buckles are all made from solid brass. Individually cast and 
hand polished in our own brass factory. 

 

The silver colour buckles are made from zinc alloy, which is then electroplated 
for the perfect colour and brushed individually by hand for a satin finish. 

 

Design: 

With over 36yrs of experience in crafting leather accessories for men, 
Hidesign’s belts are designed in clean, simple patterns for  

the sophisticated man. 

 

Hidesign belts look contemporary and are never flashy. 



For the Upmarket Customer 

Being a reputed brand, when others see you wearing a Hidesign belt, they 
already recognize that you are using a high quality and expensive product.  

 

Hidesign belts, with their clean designs and full grain leathers have an 
upmarket look & feel, which is perfect for establishing your position at your 

workplace. 

 

Nowadays, belts are often considered as the replacement for ties. Wearing a 
premium leather belt says a lot about who you are. Hidesign belts are usually 

worn by top executives.  



Packaging and Warranty  

Hidesign belts are packaged in branded tin boxes, making them convenient and 
beautiful gifts. 

 

All our belts also have a 6 month warranty for any manufacturing defects like 
stitching problems or buckle breakage.   



How do I display my belt stand? 



When deciding your VM, imagine the type of man who would carry the 
bag and match it with a similar belt.  

You could also match by formal or casual, colour and leather 

How do I display belts in the store? 



Don’t forget to display women’s belts.  
Again, decide by thinking of casual or formal, or by leather or colour. 

How do I display belts in the store? 



The belt stand should be easy for customers to navigate & not confusing to search for styles. 
 

Typically, you should display at least 2-3 sizes per style. Ensure that you display both leathers of a 
particular style, so that the customer understands that the belt is reversible. 

 
Ensure that all the available sizes are displayed. You need not have every size for each style. 

 
In the back store, you could display your belts on a hanger. This occupies less space & is easier to count 

& search. 



How do I care for my belt? 

1) Right Fit: If you buy a belt that is too small it stretches too much. 
This could lead to it wearing out faster. 

2) Hang your belts: Leather belts are best stored by hanging them 
straight down. This also allows them to air and dry off any sweat 
that may have collected. Storing belts rolled up may cause 
wrinkles. 

3) Rotate your Usage: Using the same belt everyday can cause it to 
wear out faster. It is best to have at least 3 belts that you 
alternate. 

4) Clean & Condition: Clean your belt with a dry cotton cloth, use the 
Hidesign leather cream to moisturize and give it a polished look. 

 


